Lamp Books

#7022

#7448

#7837

Creating Stained Glass Lampshades
Unavailable for years, this new reprint contains a wealth of information
on creating your own stained glass lampshade from beginning to
advanced. Detailed instructions for cutting glass, soldering, designing
a pattern, working on a lamp form, wiring, choosing a lamp base, and
more!

#7026

Square Lamps
18 nicely drawn designs for square lampshades. Each may be made in
12”, 14” or 16” size by simply enlarging with a photocopier. Designs
include florals, hummingbirds, dragonflies, landscapes, songbirds,
Victorian, Art Nouveau, and an American flag motif.

#7373

Northern Shades
25 full size lamp patterns from 8” to 21” dia. in both floral and geometric
styles, with a design for virtually any location. Complete instructions.

#7445

Tiffany-Style Lampshades
11 full-size patterns of Tiffany style shades ready to cut out. Includes
poppy, magnolia, grape, woodbine, dragonfly, wisteria & more! Designs
are quite elaborate, yet none require a mold.

#7448

Prairie Lamps
Eighteen full size prairie designs for 12” square table lamps.

#7451

Elegant Lamps
16 spectacular full size patterns, many featuring stock size bevels. No
molds are needed to build these contemporary style panel lamps, which
range in size from 10” to 21” in diameter.

#7532

Prairie Style Lampshades & Lanterns
Five full size patterns for lampshades and four lanterns, all in the clean
geometric style of the early 1900’s Prairie School.

#7613

Innovative Panel Lamps
21 simple to cut lamps from 12” to 14” dia. Each design is enhanced
with wirework, copper overlays & decorative soldering that add
personality & texture to the finished shade. Each shown in color with
full size patterns.

#7831

Making Tiffany Lamps
How to create a museum-quality authentic reproduction using the
Odyssey Lamp Mold system. Full Color. 107 pg.

#7837

The Lamps of Frank Lloyd Wright
Construction details for 16 of his most famous lamps, along with scale
drawings and material specs. Wealth of information never before
available.

#7943

Illuminated Art Glass
Here’s something new in lampshades – kiln slumped and fused glass
shades. Advanced techniques of glass frit casting and deep-drop
slumping. This 80 page book will guide you through 14 unique lamp
projects.

#7947

Making Stained Glass Lamps
Enjoy making a desktop or hanging stained glass lamp. Covers all the
basics for working with stained glass in addition to pro tips for making a
beautiful heirloom shade. Includes 16 full size pull-out patterns for panel
lamps that do not require a lamp mold. Over 500 color photos offer
detailed instruction. 176 pages.
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Mix & Match Six (6) Books for Quantity Discount!

